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We study the correlation between sentiment of tweet and Re-tweet activity, a term used in the social
networking and micro-blogging service (Twitter). To analyze the correlation, we first preprocessed
tweet datasets. The preprocessing included extracting tweets that contain Re-tweet activity, the part-ofspeech tagging and word-filtering. Second, we exploited the Thayer model as a standard sentiment
measure of tweets. The sentiment words were categorized into four groups based on Thayer model.
Next, we evaluated sentiment values of each tweet, which express emotion of tweet. Moreover, we
visualized degree of sentiment of tweets by mapping each tweet into corresponding coordinate on 2dimensional space based on sentiment values. The result shows that tweets, which were expressed
more positively and more energetically or more negatively and more silently, were more actively
spread out on Twitter. Experimental evaluations on datasets indicate that sentiment of tweet has the
correlation with Re-tweet activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In modern society, a social network has an important role in communication among
people. Millions of people express and share their emotions or opinions through the
social networks such as Twitter and Facebook [5]. Especially, on Twitter, messages
(tweets) which are limited to contain only 140 characters include full of opinions
and emotions [1]. The tweets are also able to be re-tweeted by users who like the
tweets or are eager to spread it. Re-tweet activity is a function of Twitter that
enables users to share their tweets with their followers. The Re-tweet activity has a
significant role in not only individuals but also businesses or organizations. When
Twitter is used for marketing purpose of businesses, marketers will desire spreading
out their tweets with Re-tweet to promote their products or services. For this reason,
finding key factors to Re-tweet activity is valuable.
In this paper, we present key factors to Re-tweet activity through a sentiment
analysis of tweets. By analyzing correlation between sentiment and Re-tweet
activity of tweet, we suggested emotion words that affect Re-tweet activity.
To quantify sentiment of tweets, we used the Thayer model which is called
Arousal-Valence model [9]. It was used for the standard sentiment measurement to
express quantified tweets with Arousal and Valence values.
Although there were studies analyzing sentiment of Twitter [1, 2, 4, 6, 8], we
performed not only sentiment analysis for Twitter but also discovered correlation
between sentiment and Re-tweet activity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the Partof-speech tagger and word-filtering for preprocessing is expressed. Section 3
explains the Thayer model to quantify sentiment of tweet and proposes a method to
calculate Valence and Arousal of tweet. In section 4, it we provide a visualized
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result of correlation between sentiment of tweets and Re-tweet activity. The last
section summarizes our work.

2. DATA PREPARATION
When tweets are generated, there are unnecessary components to analyze sentiment
of tweet. To achieve a better Twitter sentiment analysis, some lexicons such as
personal pronoun, the 3rd person singular present and preposition are excluded for
analyzing. For this paper the Stanford Part-of-Speech tagger [7] is used. It reads
texts of tweets and assigns parts of speech to each word such as noun, verb,
adjective, etc. After tagging process, each word of tweets has annotation.
Subsequently, it requires word-filtering process that filters unnecessary words out
with referring annotation. We define 14 lexicon lists to be remained after wordfiltering process on Table 1.

Annotation

Meaning

VBD

Verb, past tense

VBG

Verb, gerund or present participle

VBN

Verb, past participle

VB

Verb, base form

RB

Adverb

RBR

Adverb, comparative

RBS

Adverb, superlative

NN

Noun, singular or mass

NNP

Proper Noun, singular

NNPS

Proper Noun, plural

NNS

Noun, plural

JJ

Adjective

JJR

Adjective, comparative

JJS

Adjective, superlative

Table1. Lexicon lists used for word-filtering process
Operating data preparation helps to reduce data size for remain analyzing
processes. For example, Figure 1 shows an example data preparation process
applying the Stanford Part-of-Speech tagging and word-filtering.
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Figure1. D
Data preparration processs

3. LINKIING TWEET
TS WITH SEN
NTIMENT
S
Sen
ntiment Meassurement
3.1 The Standard
d word-filtering each tweeet, it consistss
After appplying the paart-of-speechh tagging and
of sentim
ment words and
a non-sentiiment words. To evaluatee sentiment vvalue of each
h
tweet, fiirst of all, it is required to make thee standard seentiment meaasurement to
o
quantify sentiment vaalue of each ttweet. In thiss paper, the Thayer
T
modell [9] which iss
he standard sentiment
s
meeasurement off
called Arrousal-Valence model is aadopted for th
each tweeet. Based on
n the Thayer m
model, the tw
weet is able to
t be expresssed on a two-dimensioonal space with
w
Arousal--Valence vallue. As show
wn in Figuree 2, the two-dimensioonal space iss divided intoo 4 quadrantts, and differrent sentimennt groups aree
placed onn the each pllane. The righht side of thee plane referss to the positiive sentimentt
while thee left side stands for the negative sen
ntiment. On the
t other hannd, the upperr
side of the plane refeers to energeetic sentimen
nt whereas the lower side of the planee
We define 12 sentiment words
w
and claassified thosee
stands foor the silent sentiment. W
into 4 quuadrants as sh
hown in Figuure 2.
3.2 Sentiiment Values of Tweets
e
tweet on
n the two-dim
mensional sp
pace, each tw
weet has to hhave Arousal-To plot each
Valence value. We deefine Arousaal-Valence vaalue of each tweet
t
as senttiment value.
v
of eachh tweet, there are three processes calcculating each
h
To obtainn sentiment value
Arousal and Valence value. First of all, it is required to deetermine Aroousal-Valencee
on words useed for Thayeer model succh as “bored””, “pleased”,
value off each emotio
0 as (Valen
nce, Arousal)) value whilee
and “happpy”. For insttance, “happyy” has (0.6, 0.6)
“bored” has (-0.6,-0
0.6) as (Valeence, Arousaal) value. In
n the secondd process, itt
ment value off
observess which emottion words exxist in each tweet. Finallly, the sentim
each tweeet is calculaated by usingg previous ressults. The Vaalence value of tweet and
d
the Arouusal value aree calculated aas:
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Valence(tweeet) =σ௪ௗא
௧̴௪ௗ௦ ܫሺ௪ௗሻ ܸ כሺ௪
ௗሻ Equation((1)
Arousal(tweeet) =σ௪ௗא
ܣ כሺ௪ௗሻ Equation(22)
௧̴௪ௗ௦ ܫሺ௪ௗሻ
ሺ
motion_word
ds is a set oof 12 defineed sentiment words and word is thee
where em
distinct word
w
token in
i tweet. ܫሺ௪
ndicator thatt indicates w
whether word
d
௪ௗሻ is an in
exists inn tweet or not. In other w
words, if the tweet
t
includes word, valuue of ܫሺ௪ௗሻሻ
is 1 wheereas value of
o ܫሺ௪ௗሻ is 0 if the tweeet doesn’t include
i
wordd. Moreover,
ܸሺ௪ௗሻ is
i Valance vaalue of wordd and ܣሺ௪ௗሻሻ is Arousal value of worrd.

Figure2. T
Thayer’s sen
ntiment mod
del

4. EXPER
RIMENTAL EVALUATION
E
N
The dattaset used for our exxperiments includes tw
weets, follow
wer/followeee
relationsship data, an
nd event tim
me table of 30,000
3
twitteer users [3].. We created
d
separate tweet data files
f
each of which corresponds to a twitter
t
user, thus making
g
me. A tweet file
fi includes pairs of a tw
weet messagee
the user account ID the file nam
t tweet waas written, an
nd each pairr was differeentiated by a
and the time when the
T tweet me ssages were further classsified into re--tweeted and
d
line charracter ‘\n’. The
the otherr tweets by using
u
the “RT
T” tag includ
ded in the tweeet messagess. We filtered
d
the re-tw
weeted tweetts and they w
were used fo
or our experiiments. Two -dimensionall
coordinaates of the re-tweeted tw
weets were calculated
c
by
y using the Valence and
d
Arousal values obtained by equaation (1) and (2). Figure 3 presents thhe visualized
d
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result off the tweets by using thee two-dimenssional coordinates, wheree the size off
circle is proportional to the numb er of re-tweeeted tweets in
n the area. Thhe re-tweeted
d
tweets h ad a tendenccy to have hi gh values for both valencce and aroussal or to havee
o them. Thi s implies thaat there is high possibilityy that tweetss
low valuues for both of
can be re-tweeted
r
iff the tweets have positiv
ve and energ
getic emotionns or if they
y
contain negative
n
and silent emotioons.

Figuree3. Visualizeed result of tthe re-tweed
d tweets based on Thayeer’s model

5. CONC
CLUSION
In this paper,
p
we disscovered a teendency of re-tweeted
r
tw
weets with reespect to thee
emotionss embedded in tweets. W
We incorporated Thayer model
m
in ordeer to measuree
the sentiment degree of tweets as values. We utilized
u
the Arousal
A
and V
Valence valuee
v
of tweeets. After ppreprocessing
g
of Thayeer model forr our sentimeent degree values
tweets, we
w plotted th
he re-tweetedd tweets in a two-dimenssional space by using thee
Valence and Arousall values. By doing so, we
w discovered that tweetts can be re-nergetic emotions or if they contain
n
tweeted if the tweetts have posiitive and en
motions.
negative and silent em
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